Information Technology Solutions

Who is Syndicus?
A Veteran-owned small business

Qualified Resources, Facilities, Systems
and Services for the Intelligence and Defense
Communities

that is Veteran Institute for
Procurement Certified, Syndicus
was established in 2007 in
Annapolis, Md., as a technical
recruiting and staffing company.
In 2009, Syndicus expanded
its focus to include technical
staffing and consulting for

Credible threats persist in every part of the world, which means that the
intelligence and defense communities must not only work to defeat current
threats to U.S. security, but they must also foresee, prepare for and prevent
tomorrow’s global security threats. As technology and the depth of potential
attacks evolves, the need for highly trained professionals is critical in
enabling military leaders and policymakers to decide on the best course of
action to protect their home country.

both commercial and
governmental clients in the
areas of:

Technology Services,
especially cyber security

Intelligence Resources and Capabilities
As a Veteran-owned small business, Syndicus employs four long-time military professionals with a combined 80+ years of
service time. As a result, Syndicus has amassed a large ex-military talent network, from which we recruit and acquire the
resources necessary — many of whom have Top Secret/Special Compartmented Information (TS/SCI) clearances and

Health IT

approved Life Style Polygraph (LS Poly), Counter Intelligence Polygraph (CI Poly) and Full Scope Polygraph (FS Poly)

Life Sciences Solutions

background checks.
As a company, Syndicus has more than 10 years’ experience identifying, qualifying, hiring and retaining:

We pride ourselves in
partnering with top subject



Cyber Security Analysts/Instructors



SIGINT Metadata Analysts

matter experts who ensure



Penetration Testers



Financial Analysts

candidates, consultants and



All-source Analysts



Network Analysts

solutions meet our clients'



Forensics Analysts



Issue Managers

specialized needs.



Social Network Analysts



Program Managers (IDIQ and task order levels)



Supply Chain Analysts



Analysis Instructors/Trainers

Facilities and Systems
Syndicus maintains a Top Secret Facilities Clearance and approved accounting system suitable for government contracts.

Contact

Security Services

Michael McNees

Syndicus experts review company-wide security measures to ensure that the most rigid procedures are followed. Our

President/CEO

methodology is based on established, recognized standards such as ISO-27001, the NIST SP-800 series of publications

T: (443) 822-2479

and the Critical Security Controls (SAN Top 20) from the Council on Cybersecurity.

michael.mcnees@syndicusinc.com

275 Cape Saint John Road, Annapolis, MD 21401
www.syndicusinc.com

